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ABSTRACT
A discussion regarding experiences wi_ integrally-cast compressor and turbine
components during fabrication and testing of four engine assemblies of a small 129 cm
(11{ in.) maximum diameter) experimental turbojet engine design for an expendable
application is presented. Various operations such as metal removal, welding, and :-:
re-shaping of these components were performed in preparation of full-scale engine
tests. Engines with these components have been operated for a total of 157 hours
at engine speeds as high as 38,000 rpm and at turbine i_d_ temperatures as high as
125'6 K (1800° I_.
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sUMmAry
The design of a small, low-cost, experimental turbojet engine for an expendable-
type application was used for fabricating and assembling a total of four engines.
This design incorpora_d some low-cost concepts that were under study at NASA-
Lewis. One of the primary low-cost principles found in the design was that of
utilizing integrally-cast engine components; in particular, those for the compres-
sor and tunbine sections. Integral disk-blade rotors of approximately 20 centimeters
(8 in.) diameter were precision investment cast from 17-4 PH material for the four-
stage axial-flow compressor. The individual rotors and a cast 17-4 PH hollow shaft
were joined by circumferentis] electron beam welding. The welded assembly was
attached through a bolted connection to an integrally-cast IN-100 disk-blade turbine
of appro_&mately 24 contimeters (9{ in.) diameter. The turbine statorrotor ring
was produced as a one-piece investment casting from Stellite 31 material, and the
Jr,dividual compressor stator vanes were cast from 17-4 PH Experiences with !
i
regards to the integrity of these cast components during fabrication proceduresb
and as a result of engine operation are discussed. A variety of fabrication-type |
t
operations such as metal removal, welding and re-shaping by bending and twisting
were performed on these cast components. Engines with these components have
been operated for a total of 157 hours at sea level static and a range of simulated
flight conditions with engine speeds as high as 38,000 rpm and tt, rbine inlet tempera-
tures as high as 1256 K (1800 ° F).
1
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INTRODUCTION
The small size and weight of the gas turbine engine makes it attractive for use
in missile applications, but the very high cost of current gas turbine engines re-
stricts their use. Substitution of small, low-cost gas turbine engines for rocket
engines presently used on some missile applications appears particularly a_tractive
because it would extend or improve the payload range and capability as well as result
in a significant cost savings. The very short life requirement and relaUvely high
fuel consumption allowance of engines for drones and missiles makes possible con-
siderablc major simplifications in the construction of such engines.
The basic design of a low-cost engine should incorporate inherent economical
approaches and yet be simple in concept; more specifically, the use of costly ma-
terials and fabrication methods must be keptto a minimum. By nature, this pre-
mise generally implies a comeromise trade-off of performance for lower costs;
usually resulting in a somewhat higher specific Iue! consumption or lower specific
thrust. For the applicatio_l being considered however, _his performance trade-off
can be seen as being generally acceptable.
A complete design for a small, expendable-type turbojet engine was generated
under NASA contract (refs. 1 and 2) and subsequently used for fabrication purposes.
The design was subject to some requirements submitted by the Naval Weapons Center
at China Lake, California who intended using the engines for flight tests to demon-
strate the feasibility of replacing rocket engiI:es in missi_c applications. The sig-
nificant intent or overall objective was for this engine to be a demonstrator of some !i
low-cost concepts that were under study at NASA-Lewi_ !_earch Center (see refs.
, 3, 4, and 5).
One of the primary low-cost principles found in this engine design is that of
_[_ utilizing one-piece precision castings to reduce and minimize costly machining
operations and to eliminate the need for welded flanges or other parts. The majority
of the larger components for this engine were produced through some type of casting
process. Included in tlds category were the most critical of the engine parts, the
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_" comprt,ssor and turbine components which were precisien investment cast. 17-4 PH
I material was ttsed for the compressor's stator vanes and integral blade/disk assem-
i blies, Stelllte 31 for the integral turbine stator assembly, and IN-100 for the integral
! blade/disk turbine rotor. Another significant feature of this design was an all-
welded compressor rotor mainshaft assembly which consisted of Just four circ,un-
ferential electron beam welds to Join the hollow cast rotor matnshaft and the
integrally-cast rotor stages together.
This report presents some experiences encountered at NASA-Lewis with
integrally-cast compressor and turbine components from the investigation of this
small, low-cost experimental turbojet engine. During iabrication and assembly,
or as a result of desired dvsign modifications, a va2_iety of machining, forming and
welding operations along with heat treating cycles were performed on the integrally-
cast compressor and turbine components. A discussion of these operations are pre-
sented herein along with comments and/or conclusions with respect to the machina-
bility, formability, workability, and weldabflity of materials used for these corn- _
ponents. Engines with these integrally-cast components have been operated at
speeds up to 38,000 rpm (8 percont above design speed) and at turbine inlet temper-
atures as high as 1256 K (1800° F). Comments are also made with respect to the
structural integrity of these components as a result of actual test operations.
ENGINE DESIGN AND DESCRIPTV.ON
This section describes the turbojet engine design that was generated for the
purpose of providing the Naval Weapons Center with an experimental engine of the
3
• expendable-type for a flight test to demonstrate the feasibility of replacing the _t
rocket engine in a missile application. The basic requirements of this engine were
'._ that it be:
(1) Small in size - on the order of 30 centimete_ (12 in.) in t_ameter and
97 centimeters (38 in.) in length,
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(2) Relatively light in overall weight - approximalely 54 kilograms (120 lb),
(3) Capable of air launch from windmllling condlBon at altitude,
(4) Capable of producir._ 2669 newtons (600 lb) of thrust at sea level static
conditions,
(5) Capable of producing 1646 newtons (370 lb) of thrust at its cruise condition of
a flight Mach number of 0.8 and an altitude of 6096 meters (20,000 ft), and !
(6) SeLf-sufficient and capablc of a mission with a flight duration of 20 minutes.
A cross-sectional view of the engine design generated is shown in figure 1.
This axial-flow turbojet engine design consists of a four-stage cor_pressor, an
annular combustor, a single-stage turbine and a fixed area exhaust nozzle. Sig- i
nfficant features of the design include:
(1) Compressor and turbine rotor disks cast integrally with their respective
blading,
(2) An integraUy-cast compressor inlet and front main bearing support,
(3) An all-welded (including individual stages) compressor-rotor mainshaft
assembly,
(4) A simplified perforated combustor liner,
(5) Simplex fuel nozzles for lhe combustor, of the same t_pe as those used in
oil-burning furnaces,
(6) An integrally-cast turbine exhaust casing and rear main bearing housing,
(7) An integrally-cast (360° (one-piece)) turbine stator assembly,
(8) A compressor-turbine rotor mainshaft assembly that was simply supported
through a _oft-mounted, two-bearing system,
(9) An oil-mist bearing lubrication system, and
(10) A simplific d fuel pump/fuel control assembly.
These features together with the economical application of materials and manufac-
turing processes contribute toward the low production-cost potential of this engine
design. The extensive use of (asting processes for providing the majority o¢ the
major components of this engine is illustrated by figure 2. It was intended t_:obtain
maximum utilization of "as cast__ surfaces, and also maximum use of simple turning
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(machining) operations along with a minimum use of cores, in addition, a liberal
airfoil profile tolerance was allowed for the compressor and turbine components.
The penalty for this dependency on castings was additional weight due to the
heavier-than-normal cov,ponents. Although the t,urpose of the investigatiov was
i to demonstrate the feasibility a,ld validity of all these basic design concepts o_simplifications, the remainder of this report will concentrate only on the integrally- J
i cast components in the engine's compressor and turbine sections.
Compressor Components
The compressor rotor v,ainshaft assembly was of an all-welded design and
consisted of a cast hollow rotor shaft and four separate and integrally-cast sohd
blade/disk rotor stages, all of which were cast from 17-4 PH (AMS 5355), a heat-
treatable, high strength, ferrous alloy of relatively low cost and good machinability.
(Table I lists the chemical composition for this and other pertinent materials. )
Figure 3 compares the compressor rotor components in _e "as cast _' condition
with similar components after "dress-up" machining in preparation for subsequent
balancing and :velding operation°. The mean blade til_ diameter for the four rotor
stages was about 20 centimeters (8 in.). This and other l_ertinent dimensions for i
the hub and tip sections of airfoils for the compressor and turbine components are
provided iv table II.
The actual design for the compressor stator calls for utilizing two 1.q0° i _
int_grally-cast aluminum vane and shroud assemblies for each of the t,Jur compressor i _
stato_- st_tges. It was decided, however, to provide the compressor with individual !
stator vanes that could be adjusted if necessary for obtaining the optimum vane
setting angles. It was intended that subsequent engine assemblies would incorporate
_ the integrally-c_st split ring stator assemblies with vanes cast to the desired setting
angle. The individual solid vanes used in the test engines were precision cast from
the same ferrous alloy, 17-4 PH, as used for the compressor rotor components.
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Figure 4 shows a cast vane from each of the four stages in the compressor section.
The cast stub (stem) at one end of the vane was machined to provide threading for
ease of mounting to the compressor casing with the locknut shown on the threaded
portion. Flat surfaces were machined on the stem of the stator vanes to allow for
orientin_ and adjusting the vane setting angle.
Even though the intent was to make maximum utilization of "as cast" surfaces,
the limitations of normal casting processes required that liberal tolerances be
employed in order to assure a respectably high casting yield percentage. The fol-
lowing tolerances were specified for castings of the respective components:
Compressor and turbine rotor stages:
(1) General casting tolerance of =_0.005 _ntimeter/centimeter (in./in.) with
a maximum of _d}.051 centimeter (0.020 in. )
(2) Airfoil section contour maintained within a band of -0. 000 to +0.013 centi-
meter (+0.005 to -0. 000 in.) tolerance parallel to the nominal (design)
contour
Compressor and turbine stator stages:
(1) General casting tolerance of ±0. 005 centimeter/centimeter (in./in. ) with a
maximum of _-0.051 centimeter (0. 020 in. )
(2) Airfoil section contour maintained within a band of +0. 015 to -0. 000 centi-
meter (+0. 006 to -0. 000 in. ) tolerance parallel to the n_minal (design) _
contour
TurbineComponents
The single-stage axial-flow turbine consisted of a stator vane assembly and _
bladedrotorassembly. A comparisouofthesecomponentsinthe"as cast_'condition
withsimilarcom_nents inthe _.hinedversionreadyforassembly isshown in
figure5. The statorvane assemblyconsistsof35 radially-taperedsolidairfoil-
shapedvanesbetweentwo shroudringsandwas castfrom Stellite31 (AMS 5382)
J
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material (see table I) as an integral (one-piece) 360 ° component. The outer shroud
rtug of this casting extends rearward past the plane of the vane trailing edge to
form the stationary shr_ld for the turbine rotor blades. The turbine _)t_r is an
int,_gmUy-cast solid rotor blade and disk assembly incorporating 57 radially-
tap._red tt, rbine blades and a stub shaft which becomes the surface for the rear
bearing. The six through-holes seen in the finished rutor is for bolting the turbine
to the compressor rotor mainshaft. The material used for producing the turbine
rotor castings was IN-100 (AMS 5397), a high-temperature, high-strength nickel
alloy (see table I). The blade tip diameter of the turbine _tor after machining was
about 24.5 centimeters (9.65 in.). At the maximum operating speed of 38,000 rpm,
this results in a tip speed of 487 meters per second (1600 ft/sec).
DISCUSSION
This section of the report will concentrate on a discussion of various operations
performed on the integrally-cast compressor and turbine components during this
engine investigation. A discussion of the structural integrity of these components
during engine tests is also included in this presentation. The engine performance
data resulting from this investigation will be presented in a separate report ar,,t
therefore are not included as a part of this report. Four engines were assembled
and tests were conducted over a range of engine speed up to 38,000 rpm and at
turbine inlet temperatures as high as 1256 K (1800 ° F) at both sea level static and
for a range of simulated flight conditions that covered flight Mach numbers up to
1.2 and altitudes up to 9144 meter_ (30,000 ft). A iotal of 157 hours of test time
had been accum'_lated on the four engine assemblies. Figure 6 shows one of the
t-_voengine assemblies that were shipped to the Naval Weapons Center for their
demenstration tests.
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Compressor Components
When castings of these components were received they were subjected to the
normal inspection procedures which included dye penetrant checks and radiographic
examinations for crack_ and voids, along with a dimensional verification. Only a
t very few castings were found to have unacceptable flaws such as cracks or voids.
The airfoil section contours of the castings were generally found to be within the
allowable tolerance band, but they were almost always on the thick side and in some
cases Just beyond the maximum allowed in the specifications.
Solution treatment of 17-4 PH castings. - Prior to any machining on the com-
presscr castings, the castings were subjected to a double solution treatment at
1311 K (1900° F) in lieu of a usual treatment of homogenizing at 1422 K (2100 ° F)
followed by a single solutio_ treatment at 1311 K (1900 ° F). As pointed out in refer-
ence 6, the double solution treatment is effective in refining grain size and improving
du,_-tility and impact strength. The p,'ocedure for solution treating then was to charge
th? cast_r,gs into a iurnace within an argov. _tmosvhere retort at a temperature of
1311 K (1900 ° F) for 1/2 hour, after which the castings were cooled down to a tem-
perature of 700 K (800° Fj while still in the argon atmosphere, and then cooled in
air to 367 K (200 ° F) and finally water quenched to room temperature (at least below
308 K (90° F)). This cycle was repeated to provide the double solution treatment
(condition A). The argon atmosphere was used to prevent any scaling of surfaces
that were to be used "as cast".
All-welded compressor rotor-malnshaft assembl_,. - Figure 7 shows a schematic
of the compressor components before welding and also presents a detailed view of the
machined geometry of mating flange rims used to obtain dependable welds. The ob-
jective was to provide a concentric surface of unlfor_n thickness on the order of
'_ 0. 229 centimeter (0. 090 in.). The "step" design provides an excellent way of align-
ing the two adjacent rotor stages for the welding operation to assure that the above
conditions of concentricity and uniform thickness are obtained where the welded joint
is required, i
i
I
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Following a balancing of all individual components and prior to any electron
beam welding, these 17-4 PH castings were subjected to a de-magnetizing oy;em-
tion. Early experimental test welds on this material had shown that the magnetic
properties of the material caused a deflection of the electron beam _,u_ng the
welding process.
The rotor mainshaft was installed and aligned i_ the chuck of the welder's
mounting fixture and the fourth stage rotor was then aligned with the mainshaft and
held in place by a spring arrangement (hat c:xerts a forc_ of about 178 newtons
(40 lb). Figure 8 provides a close-up view of the two components in the mounting
fixture after the first electron beam welding operation. The procedure used for
welding was to first make spot welds at about eight equally spaced locations around
the circumference. After this was completed, a "clean-up" pass or partial pene-
tration of about 0. 025 centimeter (0. 010 it. ) depth was made for one complete revo-
lution of the work pieces in order to clean and also preheat the weld region Then,
a full penetr_tion weld was made for one complete revolution plus about a
5-c_mete_ (2-in) o,,erlap. For a 0.236-cent'meter (0.093-in.) wall thickness
the conditigns or settings for a full penetration weld in this 30 kw Sciaky Electron
Beam Welder were:
Kv= 25.6 i
Ma = 54 For a 10-centimeter (4-in.) working distance
Focus = 600
All welds were made at a rate of 2.5 centimeters per second (1 i_./sec) so that the
entire circumferential weld joining the rotor mainshaft to the fourth stage rotor
was accomplished in a total of about 20 seconds. The weld bead resulting from i
_e f_l penetration weld was on the order of 0.08 centimeter (1/32 in.) in width. A
final "wash" pass was made for one full r_-:_lution to smooth out the ridge left by
the full penetration weld. The, electron beam was slightly de-focused in the "wash"
pass and resulted i_ :_n affected zone width of about 0.32 centimeter (I./_ in. ) on
the surface.
Also shown in figure 8 is a cylindrical test specimen ot similar material and
thickness which was used as a practice piece in determining the proper settings for a
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f:fll penetration weld. The other three rotor stages were subsequently welded together
in a similar manner to complete _e compressor rotor mainshaft assembly. Figure 9
shows a rotor assembly after all welding operations had been completed.
: Pr,_or to any welding, all the components were stacked in a vertical arrange-
ment to obtain pertinent measurements such as sta-ked height, shaft surface run-
outs, and axial ran-out at the upstream face of the first compressor rotor stage.
After each weld operation, similar measurements were recorded. In most cases,
any undesirable axial run-out caused by weld shrinkage could be compensated for
or at least partially corrected for by judiciously choo,_ing tY,_ location (circumfer-
entially) and length of a subsc_luent weld overlap whic _ causes additional shrinkage
in that region. In a case where the axial run-out wa', considered excessive, the
welded anita, were remove_i and this surface was ,'e-machined in a lathe to correct
the ran-out. The axial run-outs resulting from welds usually did not exceed 0. 013
centh_eter (0. 005 in.) and generally were no more than 0. 008 centimeter _0. 003 in.).
The difference in st_,cked height before and after all welding operations for a typical
assembly was 0.0G7 centimeter (0. 0265 in.) which yields an average shrinkage of
0. 0168 centime_cer (0.0066 in.) per weld. Needless to say, these shrinkages must
be anticipated and allowed for during dress-up machining of these parts prior to any
welding. After completing the last weld on the rotor assembly shown in figure 9,
th_ total axial run-out at the front face of the first rotor stage was 0. 0038 centimeter
(0. 0015 in.). ._
Because the time for each weld was very shor _._nd the electron beam is so i _t
concentrated, the heat-effected zones of the component_s were very limited and
therefore no re-solutioning treatment was required.
Age-hardeningtreatmentfor17-4 PH cumponents.- All17-4 PH components 1
i
were age-hardenedthrougha heattreatmenttoconditionH 1025. Inthecaseofthe
rotor assembly, the aging treatment was performed after all welding operations j
but prior to the final machining operations on the bearing and seal surfaces. The i_
components , ere exposed to a temperature of 825 K (1025° F) in a furnace with an
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air atmosphere for a period of 4 hours and subsequently air-oooled to room tem-
perature. The higher aging temperature of 825 K (compared to 756 K (900° F) fer
maximum strength) has the effect of increasing ductility, toughness, and resis-
tance to ,,'tress cor:osion cracking at the expense of lowering (by about 9 percent)
the strength properties. A dimensional check after aging revealed that the assem-
bly had shrunk about 0. 043 centimeter _0.017 in. ) in length or _stacked height".
This shrinkage or contraction rate compares favorably with the value of 0. 0007
centimeter/centimeter (in./in. ) listed in the Aerospace Structural Materials
Handbook (ref. 7) at this aging temperature.
Modifications to blade and vane aerodynamic characteristics. - Th( results of
a series of full-scale engine testing with the first set of compressor components
revealed some deficiencies in the performance of the compressor. It was subse-
quently decided to make an attempt to correct these deficiencies by altering the
blade section profdes or aerodynamic characteristics.
Chemical milling: A]though the "as cast" airfoil section profile contours were
generally within specified tolerances with respect to the maximum allowable
"thickness", it was nevertheless found desirable to reduce the overall thickness,
particularly in the leading and trailing edge regions, to bett_r simulate the
geometry for the nominal or design contotJrs. The method _elected to produce the
desired results was chemical contour machining or what is more commonly referred
to as chemical milling. The etchant or chemical bath solution select,.d for this
machining operation was the standard etchant solution listed for stainless steel in _t
reference 8 (the Metals Handbook); the formula for which consisted of the following
ingredients:
HCI - 50 percent by volume
HNO3 - 5 percent by volume
_._k, H3PO 4 - 2.5 percent by volume _
H20 - 42.5 percent by volume
Figure I0 shows the apparat,_ used for chemical milling the rotor blades and
stator vanes. Using this apparatus, a single rotor stage or as many as 42 st9 for
J
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vanes could be machined in one operaUon. Those surfaces where chemical milling
was undesirable, "ere masked off (not _hown in the figures) with a standard corn-
mercia/maskant or mylar tape. The g-neral procedure was to fill the plexiglas
container with about 4 liters of the etchant solution and then to place the plexiglas
container inside the stainless steel container. The gap between _e containers was
then filled with water, and the steel tank placed on a hotplate. The bath solution
was heated and contro"ed to a temperature of 344 K (160 ° F) and the components
to be machined were rotated in the bath solution at a speed of about 35 rpm through
the use of the electric motor shown in the figure. Using this technique, the blade
or vane profile contour (thickness) was reduced by as much as 0. 041 centimeter
(0. 016 in.) (0. 020 cm on a surface). It was "ound that a 4-liter batch of the solution
would "exhaust" itself _rter about 28 cubic centimeters (1700 sq in. - mils) of metal
removai, and the rate of metal removal was about 0_0025 centimeter (C.001 in. ) _n
4 to 5 minutes. This removal rate is slightly lower than the value of 0. 00076 centi-
meter per minute (0. 0003 in./rain) listed in reference 8 (Metals Handbook) for
stainless steels. The resulting surface finish was as good or better than the o: _ginal
"as east" surface. Profiles of some blade section contours were obtained with the
use of a blade plotting machine. The machine was used to produce 10 x size
"eyelash"-type profiles on sheets of Mylar film. Figure 11 presents an overalay of
two Mylar plots (before and after chemical milling) for the same blade section to i
reveal the uniformity of this metal removal method. For the typtc,,l case presented,
the surface removal was approximately 0.015 centimeter (0.006 in.) in thickness. -
For applications using integrally-cast rotor blade/disk assemblies requiring
extra thin airfoil leading and trailing edges, chemical milling may prove to be
very appropriate and useful. Normal casting processes are usually very limited 1
and result in low percentage casting yields when thin sections are required, even
when resorting to a vibrating or centrifugal casting technique. By judiciously design-
!_" ing "thicker" blade contours which can be more easily cast, they could subsequently J
be "thinned' through chemical milling. No specific applicattor_ is implied herein, t
!nor has any economic study been made as to the practicality of this method for
!
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producing a finished product. It does appear, however, that this method warrants i
further consideration. !
Re-shaping bla_e airfoils: In the course of conducting preliminary full-scale
engine tests, it was found desirable to further alter the aerodynamic characteristics i
of the blading for the compressor rotor stages. These changes amounted to a re-
shaping of the blading to effect a change in the blade setting angle or blade camber
angle. A typical blade section is shown in figure 12 to illustrate the angles of !
interest. Re-cambering of individual solid vanes or blades (not integrally cast
with disk) can normally be accomplished through fabricating appropriate dies and
forcefully forming the airfoils to the newly desired shape. However, it obviously
becomes somewhat more difficult to accomplish when the blades are integral with
the rotor disk. If this engine were being considered for production, a modffica*.ion
of the casting dies would be warranted to achieve the desired changes. However,
since the program schedule did not allow for any lengthy time delays, it was decided
to affect these changes in-house in a manner considered to be most expeditious. The
!_ objective, then, was to rely on simple tooling which would not require lengthy design
or fabrication procedures and yet produce the desired results. With this in mind, a
series of tools were fabricated (see fig. 13) for firmly gripping individual airfoils
on each integrally-cast rotor stage to effect the desired angle changes.
i Whe_ blade camber angles were to be changed, the tooling took the form of
pin_ mounted to a flat piece of barstock material 1.3 × 2.5 x 25.4 centimeter
(1/2 x 1 x 10 in.) in length. Figure 14 shows a close-up view of a typical set-up
for changing the blade camber angle in the trailing edge region of the blade. A
second stage rotor is shown mounted on the table of a mlllh_g machine (used as
stationary fixture only) and the pins of the forming tool placed over the blade with
one pin on each side of the blade ready for the bending operation. One of the pins
:,_ extends through the barstock and is held in the spindle of the milling machine and
becomes the pivoting center for the barstock which is used as a lever arm. A
makeshift graduated scale (in degrees) is attached to the "head 't which houses the
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spindle and a pointer is " attached" to the lever arm to provid_ an indication of
angle change that occurs. For the bending operation set-up as shown in figure 14,
the bonding occurs from the approximate midchord region of the airfoil back to the
trailing edge. If a camber angle change was required in the leading edge region,
a similar bending operation was performed. Although it was obvious that angle
changes would have to be limited when approaching a section near the blade-to-
disk joint of the integral casting, angle changes on the order of 5° were still _
possible at a region of only 0.38 centimeter (0.15 in. ) above the blade-disk joint
for the third and four'J_ stage blading. At the same blade span for the first and
second stage blading, practically no angle change (about 1/2 °) was possible with
this tooling. (The first and second stage blading was somewhat thicker than that i
of the third and fourth stages.) Figure 1G presents some overlays of "eye lash"
profiles (from blade plotter) for the hub, midspan, and tip sections of a fourth stage
rotor blade {before and a,%er) to indicate the camber angle change after a dual
bending operation. The table accompanying the profiles lists the camber angles
before and after bending. Total blade camber angles were changed by as much as :
7° in the blade tip region. The average time required to affect blade camber angle
changes for a complete rotor stage was about one working day (8 man-hr). If, upon
subsequent full-scale engine testing it was found that additional re-cambering or even
de-cambering was required, these new changes were accomplished with the same
tooling, i lb
For altering the setting angle of the blade, the tooling either conformed to the i
blade surface contour or was constructed to slide over the blade to firmly grip the
blade along almost the entire span of the leading and trailing edge as well as at a
. section near the blade base. Figure 16 presents profile overlays _efore and after
twist) for the hub and tip sections of a first-stage rotor blade showing the amount of
_ twist affected. If blade setting angles were determined to be within _4).5° of the de-
sired setting angle, the twist operation was considered successful. Otherwise,
those blades not within this tolerance would be re-twisted until acceptable. Blade
setting angles at the tip section were changed by as much as 5° using this technique.
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Normally, only a lhnlted number of blades from each stage were selected
for profiling (at several blade sections) on the blade plotter to detez-m_ e whether
the angle changes for the bending or twisting operations were correct. The blade
_ip angles for all the blades, however, were checked using an optical comparator.
Minor blade angle changes in the tip region could be made with a pair of vise gripe
while the blade Up angle was still being checked in the coznparator. A ccnsider-
able amount of bending and twlsUng operations (angle changes) were performed for
the four engine assemblies without detecting any cracks through radiographic or
dye penetrant inspection methods following these operations.
Turbine Components
Stato_.._.rr.- Initial testing with the first engine assembly revealed a mismatch of
flow characteristics between the compressor and the turbine. As ares ult, a
decision was made to increase the stator throat area to a value of 5 percent over
that of the design value. Since the turbine stator castings (as received) had throat
areas that were generally 5 percent under the design value, this, then, meant a
required change in area of 10 percent.
A special tool, shaped to the contour of the vane's pressure (concave) surface
was used in conjunction with the compression head of a tensile testing machine to
forcefully open up the throat area (in the trailing-edge region) to the desired
value. Figure 17 shows the set-up with the shaped tool Just above the turbine stator
assembly prior to engaging it with the pressure surface of a vane for an "opening"
operation. A dial indicator was used for measuring the movement of the compres-
sion head which, in turn, provided a method for gaging the required amount of
throat enlargement.
_(_ This throat opening process usually resulted in producing cracks in the vane
trailing edge near the filleted regions of the inner and outer shroud rings. Center-
punch marks were put at the end of the cracks so that a record of any crack propa-
gation could be made at periodic intervals of engine testing. Although a crack cud
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initiate in the midspan leading edge region of a few turbine stator vanes as a result
of testing at average turbine inlet temperatures calculated _ be as high as 1256 K
(1800 ° F) the trailing edge cracks initiated by throat opening operations did not show
any evidence of propagating.
Rotor. - Because integral castings can present problems not normally encoun-
tered, the turbine rotor was subjected to careful and thorough design procedures in-
cluding that of stress and vibration analyses. Since integral castings ol this nature pos-
sess an inherent lack of damping qualities, special attentien was directed towards avoid-
ing any critical oz resonant frequencies of t_,e tulbine blade with respect to bending and
torsional modes over the range of speeds for engh,e operation. Figure 18 presents a
reproduction of the turbine blade interference diagram generated for this engine de-
sign with curves of selected engine order excitation frequencies superimposed. The
fundamental natural frequencies for the be=iding and torsional modes for the turbine
rotor blade were calculated to be about 3170 and 5170 hertz, respectively. The analy-
sis treated the blade as a cantilever beam fixed at the rim of the disk.
in addition to the 1 and 2 per rev excitation frequencies n,_rmally generated by
the engine, the other engine orders of significant interest would be 3 and 35 since
there were three struts downstream, and 35 stator vanes upstream of the rotor.
According to the diagram, none of these engine orders should present any critical
resonance problems with respect to the first mode bending over the range of
speeds from 7000 rpm (wmdmdling speeds for engine starts at sea level static) to
the maximum operating speed of 38,000 rpm. The 35 engine order does intercept
the first mode torsion critical frequency at about 9000 rpm, but upon engage s_rt
the speed is quickly accelerated through this speed regime to an idle speed of at
least 25,000 rpm.
Despite the precautions taken in both design and inspection procedures, a turbine
,_(_, rotor did suffer a blade failure after about 35 hours of intensive, fttll-scale engine
testing. The bladt, had fractured at a span dimension of about 0.6 centimeter
(1/4 in.) from the integral blade-to-disk Joint. Figure 19 shows a view of the
fractured surface of the portion of blade remaining with the rotor disk. A post-test
I
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inspection of the turbine rotor revealed that five other bladetz had cbordwise cracks ,
in the trailing edges at approximately the same span distance. Figure 20 shows the
downstream side of the turbine rotor with blades having cracked traJling edges.
Figure 21 shows a closeup view of the trailing edge of blade 21 clearly revealing
the cr_ck which had already, propagated for a distance of about 0.95 centimeter ,i
(318 in.).
A microscopic inspection of the fractured surfaces for the failed blade and i
the "cracked" blades revealed "beach" marks r0,hich are highly suggestive of a
fatigue failure and most likely that of a high-cycle mode.
In an attempt to resolve the cause of failure, vibration tests were conducted on
an individual blade and an entire turbine rotor. One general purpose of these tests
was to verify the calculated values for the fundamental natural frequencies of the
blading foc the bending and torsional modes. Auother purpose was to take advantage
of this technique for determining highly stressed regions of the blade for strategic
placement of strain gage_ for rotative tests, if so desired.
A series of hologram-photographs were obtained from the vibration tests using
a laser light to reveal the vibration mode stress concentration patterns at selected
excitation frequencies. Figure 22 shows a typical arrangement of the apparatus
used for producing the holograms. The equipment includes a laser light with asso-
ciated lenses and mirrors, a small 'tshaker" (vibration exciter), and an air (floating)
table. The camera used to record the holograms is not shown, and the blade mounted
on the shaker is from another investigation.
An individual turbine rotor blade was "slice_' from a turbine rotor wheel (with
a sufficient portion of the disk), mounted in the shaker, and excited to resonant fre-
quencies. A series of holograms were produced and are shown in figure 23 for
general interest. This teclmt:lue of time-average holography not only defines the
•_[_. first mode critical bending and torsional frequencies but also reveals other vibra-
tion modes that are not azmlytically predicted. The properties of hol0grams are
such that they reconstruct images of the vibrating object marke4 by dark fringes,
t
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any of which represents points of specific vibration magnitude. The dark fringes
are separated by bright fringes, whose brighiness decreases with increasing vibra-
tion amplitude. This latter effect provides a way to interpret photographs of the
reconstructed images in the manner of topographical maps. According to refer-
i
ence 9 the vibration amplitude at object points that are covered by dark fringes is
very nearly I,roportional to the order number of dark fringes minus 1/4. The strong i
or pronounced patterns produced in holograms of figure 23(c) (3125 Hz) and figure
23(d) (5888 Hz) seem to indicate that the-_ represent critical resonant frequencies for
first mode bending and torsion, respectively. The value of 3125 hertz compares
favorably with the value of 3170 hertz that was calculated for the first mode bending
on the interference diagram of figure 18 but the value of 5888 hertz is somewhat
higher (by about 14 percent) than the value shown in the figure for the first mode tor-
sion. The noticeable difference in these latter values might be accounted for by the
fact that the analysis used the airfoil design contour while the actual cast blade was
somewhat thicker.
The bright region of the holograms represents the locus of points of zero dis-
placement and by counting the interference fringes towards the tip of the blade one
can compute the relative displacement of any point on the blade. The ar_as of maxi-
mum stress can then be determined from these patterns which can be helpful in
defining optimum locations for application of strain gages for monitoring purposes
during rotative tests if further verification is warranted.
An entire turbine rotor assembly was subsequently mounted to the shaker (see !
fig. 24) and excited to resonant frequencies to produce the series of hologram-
photographs shown in figures 25(a) through (f). The resonant frequencies are listed
with each hologram. The rotor was centrally supported, and mounted similar to the
manner in which it would be for an engine assembly (six through-bolts), and vibrated
_, along its horizontal axis. According to reference 10 the vibratien modes can be
classified by the number of diametral mode lines, and the holograms presented are
so classified.
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Although probably coincidental, it was observed that L_e general pattern or
location of cracked blades (including the fractured one) on the rotor (see fig. 20)
resembled the pattern of the 3-diameter modes for the excitation frequencies of
2737 and 4266 hertz (figs. 26(b) and (e), respectively). Furthermore, it was
noticed that the cracked blades of the rotor and the "nodal it blades of the holo- _ "
gram for 4266 hertz appear to be very nearly in line with the six bolt holes for
attaching the rotor to the compressor rotor mainshaft assembly. _
Although no apparent potential problems were indicated on the interference '_
diagram with respect to a three-excitation order, the effect af the three struts i!
located about 3.2 centimeters (1 { in. ) downstream of the turbine rotor has since I
become suspect. It has been hypcthes_zed that a resonant frequency of a lesser i
excitation order for integral castings, such as the turbine rotor, could result in
producing a higher excitation order effect. For this particular rotor, ._tis suggested
that the second harmonic of a three-excitation order (three struts in tailcone) could -_
still be strong enough to conceivably produce a six-excitation order effect It can be
seen from the interference diagram (fig. 18) that the six-excitation order curve 1
crosses the critical frequency for the f_st bending mode in the region where most !
of the engine operation was conducted; that is, between 30,000 and 38,000 rpm.
With the blades being cast integral with the rotor disk, the damping characteristics _1
at the blade root are considered minimal. This being the case, a significant reso-
nance might very well appear as a result of a lesser excitation order, but there is
no known way of predicting the vibration level except thrcugh actual experience.
Once this premise is accepted, the excitation frequency of 306,_ hertz which pro-
duced the wheel hologram of figure 25(c) becomes highly suspect. The hologram
results in a complex stress pattern having an elliptical shape with the locus of points
of zero displacement (bright region) tzaversing the disk portion of the rotor and ex-
;_ tending outward into the blade roots. This excitation frequency Is close to the pre-
dicted value for the fundamental natural frequency for the first mode bending of the
blade. If the second harmonic of a "hree-engine order effect did, indeed, produce a
six-excitation order effect it is conceivable that a resonant frequency could have
resulted at an engine speed of 30, 640 rpm.
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Although the vibrational study was not cenclusive with regards to the probable
failure mode, the resulting holograms provided some interesting and enligl'.tening in-
form_t'on. The unknown aspects of the failure mode do point up the continuous need
for rigr;z_)us analysis and engine developmental testing before new engine designs are
certified for long-time service or man-rated applications.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The four engines assembled for this investigation were operated over a wide
range of simulated test conditions with turbine inlet temperatures as high as 1256 K
(1800 ° F_ and rotor speeds up to 38,000 rpm for a total of 157 hours. Two complete
engine assemblies were delivered to the Naval Weapons Center for their demon-
stration testing purposes. After initial operational problems were resolved, the
engine design was considered more than adequate for the purpose intended. The
choice of materials for the iutegraUy-cast compressor and turbine components
proved to be based on sound judgment, despite the unresolved blade failure in one
turbine after 35 hours of intensely varied operation. The cast 17-4 PH material
used in the compressor eomponezts was subjected to a variety of fabricational pro-
cedures and proved to have very good machining (conventional and otherwise), form-
trig, and electron beam. welding qualities. In addition, these compressor components
withstood many hours of operation without blade failures or evidence of stress corro-
sion cracking.
7
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Table I. - Chemical Composition of Pertine_t Materials
{Percent by weight)
17-4 PH tAMS 5355) Stellite 31 tAMS 5382) IN-100 tAMS 5397)
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
Iron Balance Balance ..... 2.0 0 1.0
Cobalt .......... Balance Balance 13.0 17.0
Nickel 3.0 5.0 9.5 1I.5 Balance Balance
Chromium 15.50 17.50 24.5 26.5 8.0 II.0
Aluminum .................... 5.0 6.0
Titanium .................... 4.5 5.0
,._ Molybdenum .................... 2.0 4.0
Vanadium ..................... 7 I.2
vO Boron .................... O1 .02
I Carbon ..... .08 .45 .55 .15 .20
Manganese ..... 1.00 ..... 1.00 ..... .10
Sulfur ..... .04 ..... .04 ..... .015
Sllico_ ..... 1,00 ..... 1.00 ..... .15
Tungsten .......... 7.0 8.0 ..........
Phosphorous ...... 04 ...... 04 ..........
Copper 3.00 5.00 ....................
Columblum .15 .45 ....................
Tantalum
| •
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Tab|_ II. - Design Dimensions of Various Vane and Blade Airfoils at Hub and Tip SectiOns
(All dimensions in cm (_.))
Stage l;ub Tip Span Tip
-- at rSam_ter
'daxtmum Chord Leading Trailing Mzximum Chord Leading Trailing midchord at
thickness length edge edge thickness length edge edge midchord
radius radius I radius radiusi
Compressor rotor
1 0.267 3.193 I 0.036 0.048 0.130 3.218 0.018 0.018 4.567 19.76
(0.105) (1. 257) I (0. 014) (0.019) (0. 051) (1. 267) (0. 007) (0.007) (1. 798) (7.78)
w_
2 0.330 2.365 0.043 0.066 0.102 2.372 0.018 0.018 3.426 19,96
(0.130) (0. 931) (0. 017) (0. 026) (0.040) (0. 934) (0. 007) (0. 007) (1. 349) (7.86)
3 0,183 1.938 0.030 0.041 0.091 1.946 0.018 0,018 2.522 20.34
(0. 072) (0. 763) (0.012) (0. 016) (0 036) (0. 766) (0.007) (0. 007) (0. 993) (8.01)
4 0.163 1.872 0.023 0.025 0.094 1.875 0.018 0.018 1.946 20.65
(0. 064) i (0. 737,, (0. 009) (0. 010) (0.037) (0. 738) (0. 007) (0. 007) (0. 766) (8.13)
Compressor stator
l
1 0.112 1.989 0.018 0.018 0.224 2.54 0.038 0.028 ] 3.795 19.81
(0. 044) (0. 783) (0. 007) (0. 007) (0. 038) (1. 000) (0. 015) (0. 011) (1. 494) (7.80)
2 0.112 1.781 0.018 0.018 0.185 1.999 0.028 0.023 2.741 20.24
(0. 044) (0. 701) (0. 007) (0. 007) (0. 073) (0,787) (0. 011) (0. 009) (1. 079) (7.97)
3 0.127 1.654 0.018 0.018 C.178 1,651 0.023 0.023 2.207 20.57
(0. 050) (0. 651) (0. 007) (0. 007) (0. 070) (0. 650) (0. 009) (0,009) (0. 869) (8.1 O)
4 0.127 1.676 0.018 0.018 0.180 1.676 0.023 0.023 1.778 20.85
(0. 050) (0. 660) (0. 007) (0. 007) (0.071) (0,660) (0. 009) (0,009) (0. 700) (8.21)
Turbine rotor _,
1 0.363 2.121 0 079 0.038 0.160 1.857 0.051 0.038 4.191 24.59
(0.143) (0. 835) (0,031) (0,015) (0,063) (0 "7"_1) (0. C20) (0. Ol_ (1.65) (9.68)
Turbine s ator
1 0.414 2.908 0.094 0.038 3.993 2,192 0.094 0.038 3.962 24.49 'i/
(0.163) (1.145) (0. 037) tO.O15) (1,572) (0. 863) _0,037) (0 O15) (1. 560) (9.64)
i i
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Inlethousing Compressorr tor
,'nainshaft
Compressorr torstages
Bearing
Turbinestator Turbinerotor _' housing Exhaustcasing
C-74-3867
Figure2.- Castingsofmajorcomponentsforsmall-enginedesign.
'i Mainshaft b4thstage3rdstage1ststage 2ndstage
i
m,=¢
As-castcomponents
C.74.387z, ._,
Fillm'e3,- ComparisonfcomFessorrotorcomponentsin"as cast" conditionand
machinedforweldingoperations.
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3rdstage 4thstage i]ststage 2ndstage
| _"_": C-74-3864
=igure4.- Individualvanesfromeachoffourcompressorstatorstages.
I
As-cast
Stator Rotor
• . ,-- -.._
,_ Machined
C-74-3869
Figure5.. Comparisonfturbinecomponentsinthe"as cast" conditionandthe
machinedversion.
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Figurel. - Cross-sectional_,'iewofcompressorrotorstagesprior towelding,
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I:lgure9 - All-welded compressorotor assembly
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(a)Statorvanemilling.
C-74.3205
(b) Rotorblademilling.
Figure10.- Appara[ususedforchemicalmillingcompressorai foils.
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C-75-1968
Fi(ureII.-Overlayof"eyelash"profilesfortipsectionoffirststagerotorbladeb fore
; andafterchelnicalmillingoperation.SectionF-F(tip)(9.80cmradius).);
! I
_ kI 8LADE INLETCAMBERANGLE
k2 BLADEEXIT CAMBERANGLE r- MEAN CAMBERLINE k2
I _P TOTALBLADECAMBER 'l
! ,
f _
Figure 12,- Typical bladesectior, illustrating bladecamber and blade
setting angles, i
l
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""---L_ Settml]angletoohng-J"""
C-75-1504
Figure13.- Toolingdevelopedforaffectingcompressorrotorbladeanglechanges.
Pointer
Sp,ndle---_ _ , "_
t
J
IRotorstage . " ,,i lit
_,pe,. ' 2, "r, ,) _ :
'J ,,-74-3=0,
Figure14.-Typicalset-upforaffectingangularchangeinbladecamberin compressor
i rotorstages. 'i
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Statorvanes
Figure27..Apparatusused,*operformoperationt increaseturbinestatorthroatrea.
7x_o3
i j35E.O.
6!h /TURBINE VANES /20E. O.
- 5_S_ MODETORSIOI_ // 9E.O.
,_' _ / _ ---------._/J., 8E.O.
t _ / ,,-FIRSTNIODE>" 4_ __
__3_ _ENDING/// / 6E.o. Ib
0 5 I0 15 ?0 ?5 30 35 _lO _ENGINESPEED,RPM
Figurel& - Turbinerotorblaobinlerlerencediagram.
_t#q
.'! _l C,-;'4,_359
Figure20. - TurbinerotorshowingIocahonof fa_ledbladeand l_,osewith cracksm the
trading edge
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Figure24,- TurbinewheelmountedonvLbrahonexcder
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